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[1.0] INTRODUCTION
Seelow & Küstrin 1945 is an operational level wargame of two battles

on the eastern front of World War II: the German rescue operation onto

Küstrin that started 27 March 1945 and the Soviet offensive against

Seelow heights that started 16 April 1945.    This is a two-player game:

one player controls the German forces, while the other player controls the

Soviet forces.

The Game consists of 12 “Game-Turns”.    Each Game-Turn equals 3

(daytime) or 4 (dusk, night and dawn) hours of real time.    In each Game-

Turn both players may move individual counters representing units which

participated in the actual battle and involve them in combat as he

chooses.

Play continues for 12 Game-Turns, after which the Victory Conditions

are consulted to determine the winner.

[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
[2.1] MAP

The game-map represents the terrain on which the battles of the

Küstrin and Seelow were fought, including all terrain significant to the

battle.    A hexagonal grid superimposed over the terrain features

regularizes movement and the positioning of the playing pieces.    Each

hex equals 960 meters of actual size.   Also printed mapsheet are the

Terrain Key and the Game-Turn Record Track.

[2.2] THE PLAYING PIECE
The playing pieces represent the military units which took part in the

actual battle.    The numbers and symbols on the pieces represent the

Combat Strength, Antitank Fire Value, Morale Rating, Movement

Allowance, subordination, movement type, size and type of unit

represented by that piece.    These playing pieces will hereafter be

referred to as “units”.

[2.21] How To Read the Units

◆Combat Strength is the basic power of a unit when attacking the

enemy non-armored unit, and defending if itself is non-armored unit.

◆Antitank Fire Value is the basic power of a unit when firing on enemy

armored unit.

◆Morale Rating is used when a unit is forced to make Morale Check.

◆Units IDs provide the historical identity of the unit.

◆Subordinations indicate the parent unit (i.e., division, brigade,

regiment and/or battalion) to which the unit belongs.

◆A unit’s Movement Allowance is the basic number of hexes a unit may

move in one Movement Phase.

◆Unit Size symbols are as follows:

X = brigade; III = regiment; II = battalion; I = company.

◆Counter Abbreviations are as follows:

<Soviet>

Gd = Guards; T = Tank corps;

M = Mechanized corps; AAG = Army artillery group;

Mix = Mixed artillery; KAG = Corps artillery group

<German>

FJ = Fallschilmjäger; Füh = Führer

Fus = Füsilier   G = Grenadier

Kurm = Kurmark; Mün = Müncheberg

PG = Panzergrenadier; SB = Assault-Gun brigade

SS = Schutzstaffel; VAK = Volksartillery corps

VG = Volkssturm; Tr. = Training

v.War = von Wartenburg

◆All units with its Movement Allowance on Red are Motz (motorized)

units.   All units with its Movement Allowance on Yellow are Foot units.

◆All units with a number on the Red Circle with the left of its unit type

symbol are armored units.   Other units are non-armored units.

◆All units with a number on the Yellow Circle with the left of its unit type

symbol are artillery units.

[2.22] Summary of Unit Types:

[2.23] Summary of Markers:
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[3.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
The players take turns moving their units and making attacks.    The

order in which they take these actions is described in the Sequence of

Play outline.    The player whose Player-Turn is in progress is referred to

as the “Phasing Player”; the other player as the “Non-Phasing Player”.

One completion of the sequence of play is called a Game-Turn.

[3.1] THE GAME-TURN SEQUENCE OUTLINE

《THE FIRST PLAYER-TURN》
1. The First Player Barrage Phase

The first player may use his artillery units in Fire Mode to barrage

enemy units.   Each artillery unit may fire only once per Phase.   The first

player may change the mode of artillery units which did not fire during

this phase to Move Mode.

2. The First Player Movement Phase
The first player may move all his units which are eligible for

movement.   Each unit has a Movement Allowance, representing the

maximum number of movement points that may be expended by that unit

in a single Movement Phase.   Artillery units which changed its mode to

Move Mode during Phase 1 may also move during this phase.

3. The Second Player Antitank Fire Phase
The second player may now use his eligible units to fire at enemy

armored units.   First player’s non-armored units are never affected by

antitank fire.

4. The First Player Antitank Fire Phase
The first player may now use his eligible units to fire at enemy

armored units, as described in Phase 3.   Second player’s non-armored

units are never affected by antitank fire.

5. The First Player Combat Phase
The first player may now use his eligible units to attack all adjacent

enemy units as per the normal combat rules.    A combat ratio is

determined for each attack, and a die is rolled to resolve combat.

《THE SECOND PLAYER-TURN》
6. The Second Player Barrage Phase

The second player may use his artillery units in Fire Mode to barrage

enemy units, as described in Phase 1.   Each artillery unit may fire only

once per Phase.   The second player may change the mode of artillery

units which did not fire during this phase to Move Mode.

7. The Second Player Movement Phase
The second player may move all his units which are eligible for

movement, as described in Phase 2.   Artillery units which changed its

mode to Move Mode during Phase 6 may also move during this phase.

8. The First Player Antitank Fire Phase
The first player may now use his eligible units to fire at enemy

armored units, as described in Phase 3.   Second player’s non-armored

units are never affected by antitank fire.

9. The Second Player Antitank Fire Phase
The second player may now use his eligible units to fire at enemy

armored units, as described in Phase 3.   First player’s non-armored units

are never affected by antitank fire.

10. The Second Player Combat Phase
The second player may now use his eligible units to attack all adjacent

enemy units as per the normal combat rules.    A combat ratio is

determined for each attack, and a die is rolled to resolve combat.

《TURN-END PHASES》
11. Rally Phase

Both players may attempt to remove Disrupted Markers from their

disrupted units which are eligible for rally.    If a die-roll is equal to or less

than the Morale Rating of the unit, it recovers from disruption and a

Disrupted Marker is removed from it.

Also, both players may change the mode of artillery units from Move

Mode to Fire Mode only during this phase of Night Game-Turn.

12. Game-Turn Renewal Phase
Either player advances the Game-Turn marker one space on the

Game-Turn Record Track to indicate the passage of one Game-Turn.

Play proceeds to the next Game-Turn, or, at the conclusion of Game-Turn

12, the players’ performances are assessed in light of the victory

conditions.

[3.2] NON-DAYTIME TURN
[3.21] Game-turns 1, 6, 8 are the Dusk/Dawn Turns, and game-turn 7 is

the Night Turn.   Movements, fires, barrages and combats during these

turns are limited as per each rules. 

[4.0] STACKING AND 
ZONES OF CONTROL

There is a limit to the number of Friendly units that may end any Phase

stacked in the same hex.   This limit is different for the German player

than it is for the Soviet player.

Also, the six hexes surrounding a unit’s hex constitute its Zone of

Control (ZOC); such hexes are referred as controlled hex.

[4.1] RESTRICTIONS ON STACKING
[4.11] Stacking restrictions apply anytime except during retreats (see

7.55).

[4.12] The German player may stack up to three units in the same hex.

In this case, each battalion-sized unit is counted as two units for the

stacking purposes.

[4.13] The Soviet player may never stack two or more units in the same
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hex.   However, Zhukov unit is not counted for the stacking purposes,

so the Soviet player may stack Zhukov unit with other Soviet unit in the

same hex freely.

[4.14] Markers do not count against stacking restrictions.

[4.2] ZONES OF CONTROL
[4.21] Most units exert a Zone of Control.   Exceptions are Disrupted units

and Zhukov unit; these units do not exert Zones of Control.

[4.22] Zones of Control do not extend into the hex if the unit may never

move into that hex.

[4.23] Unit in level-1 hex do not exert Zone of Control into any level-3 hex.

However, Unit in level-3 hex exert Zone of Control into any hex,

regardless of the level (1, 2 or 3).

[4.24] A unit that enters an enemy-controlled hex must stop movement

completely and move no further during that movement phase (see 5.18).

[4.25] If an enemy unit and a friendly unit, both of which exert Zones of

Control, are adjacent to each other, each is affected by the other’s Zone

of Control.

[4.26] A unit must pay an additional cost to leave an enemy-controlled

hex (see 5.22).

[4.27] Friendly unit (but not friendly Zones of Control) negate enemy

Zones of Control for purpose of retreat (see 7.5).

[4.28] There is no additional effect when more than one unit exerts its

Zone of Control onto a given hex.

[5.0] MOVEMENT
During the Movement Phase, the phasing player may move as many of

his units as he desires.   Each unit may be moved as many hexes as

desired as long as its Movement Allowance is not exceeded in a single

Movement Phase.

[5.1] PROCEDURE OF MOVEMENT
[5.11] Movement is calculated in terms of movement points, which are

expended during movement, according to the terrain in the hex, or in

certain cases the hexside crossed.   These movement point costs are

summarized on the Terrain Effects Chart on the map.   Numbers to the

left and right of the slash apply to the Foot and Mots units, respectively.

[5.12] To cross a stream hexside, Foot units must expend two movement

points, in addition to the normal expenditure of movement points

necessary to enter the hex on the other side of the stream hexside.   To

cross a stream hexside, Motz units must expend all movement points it

may expend during that Movement Phase regardless of terrain of the

hex to enter.   However, disrupted Motz units may not across a stream

hexside unless it moves along Roads, Tracks or Railroads.

[5.13] A unit may use the special movement point costs for Roads, Tracks

or Railroads only if it enters a particular hex through a hexside

containing such special terrain feature.   Otherwise the unit expends

the movement point cost of the other terrain in the hex.

[5.14] To move into a hex on higher level, Foot units must expend 1

additional movement point per 1 level higher, and Motz units must

expend 2 additional movement points per 1 level higher.   Those

additional costs may be nagated if the unit moves along Roads, Tracks

or Railroads hexside (see 5.13).

[5.15] Units must expend additional movement point(s) to across the

hexside on lower level even if the entering hex is in the same level.

For example, if a Foot unit moves from 2526 to 2417, it must expend

two movement points; one for a clear hex and one for a move from the

lower level (hexside between 2526 and 2417) to the higher level.

[5.16] Units with insufficient movement points to meet terrain costs for a

hex may not be moved into that hex.

[5.17] Movement is voluntary; units are never compelled to move.

During the Movement Phase, all, some, or none of the phasing player’s

units may be moved in any order the phasing player desires.

[5.18] A unit that enters an enemy-controlled hex must stop movement

completely and move no further during that movement phase.

However, note that any artillery units and disrupted units may not enter

enemy Zone of Control at all.

[5.19] Units with a Movement Allowance of zero (artillery units in Fire

Mode) may never be moved.

[5.2] MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS
[5.21] A unit may never enter a hex occupied by an enemy unit or units.

[5.22] A unit may leave an enemy-controlled hex by expending two

movement points in addition to the cost of the terrain in the hex

entered.   However, in this case, a unit may never move from an

enemy-controlled hex into another enemy-controlled hex directly.

[5.23] If the units are disrupted, their Movement Allowances are halved

(round fractions down).   Also see 5.18.

[5.24] Unused movement points may neither be accumulated from Game-

Turn to Game-Turn, nor transferred from unit to unit.

[5.25] Stacking restrictions are applied during entire of the Movement

Phase.   No unit may move in violation of the stacking restrictions.

[5.26] Once a player begins moving a particular unit, he must complete

its movement before any other unit can be move.   Once a player’s hand

has been removed from a moving units, movement for that unit is

considered complete.

[5.27] Units may move off the map as there is a hex with the same terrain

with the hex on the map-edge.   Units exited from the map may never

be returned into the map again, but those units are not considered as

eliminated.

[5.28] Units except artillery units may move with a half of its Movement

Allowance (round fractions up) during the Dusk/Dawn Turns.   Also,

units except artillery units may move with a quarter (round fractions up)

of its Movement Allowance during the Night Turns.   However, no units

may enter enemy Zone of Control during the Dusk/Dawn or Night Turns.

Artillery units may never be moved during the Dusk/Dawn or Night Turns. 

[5.29] In scenario 2: Seelow Heights 1945, German units may not move

during their Movement Phase of the Game-Turn 1.   They may barrage,

fire, attack, retreat and advance after combat normally.

[6.0] ANTITANK FIRE
One of the objectives in the game is to eliminate enemy units.   During

the Antitank Fire Phase, units of the phasing player may attack enemy

armored units.
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[6.1] RESTRICTIONS ON ANTITANK FIRE
[6.11] A unit may fire once during each of its own Antitank Fire Phase.

Thus, each unit may fire up to twice per a Game-Turn.

[6.12] Only enemy armored units may be fired during each Antitank Fire

Phase.   Enemy non-armored units are never affected by result of

antitank fire (however, see 7.58).

[6.13] Firing unit may fire only upon adjacent enemy armored unit.   The

phasing player may examine the contents of the enemy stack during

the beginning of the Antitank Fire Phase freely.

[6.14] The player combines Antitank Fire Value of all firing units upon one

single target unit.   One enemy armored unit may never be fired more

than once during a single Antitank Fire Phase.

[6.15] The player may not fire an emeny armored unit with two or more

friendly units unless any other armored unit(s) in the target stack is also

fired by any other unit during that Antitank Fire Phase.

[6.16] A given unit’s Antitank Fire Value is unitary and may not be divided

to use; i.e., a unit with Antitank Fire Value of 5 may fire upon an enemy

armored unit with 5, but may not fire upon two enemy armored units

with 2 and 3, etc.

[6.17] Units with Antitank Fire Value of zero and disrupted units may not

fire.   Also, no unit may fire during the Night Turn (see 10.2).

[6.18] Units may not fire upon any enemy armored unit in the hex if the firing

unit may never move into that hex with current Movement Allowance.

[6.2] PROCEDURE OF FIRING
1. The phasing player declares an enemy armored unit as the target and

combines Antitank Fire Value of all units firing upon that target.

Terrain modifiers are applied, if any (see 6.3).

2. The phasing player rolls a die and applies any die-roll modifiers (see

6.4) for the terrain.

3. Refer to the Antitank Fire / Barrage Table and cross-reference the

(modified) number rolled with the total Antitank Fire Value.   The result

is applied at once.

[6.3] TERRAIN MODIFIERS ON ANTITANK FIRE
[6.31] If a unit fires across a stream hexside, such unit’s Antitank Fire

Value is halved (round fractions up).   Roads, Tracks and Railroads do

not negate this modifier.

[6.32] If the firing unit’s hex is 1-level lower than the target hex, such

unit’s Antitank Fire Value is halved (round fractions up).    If the firing

unit’s hex is 2-level lower than the target hex, such unit’s Antitank Fire

Value is quartered (round fractions up).    Roads, Tracks and Railroads

do not negate this modifier.

[6.33] These modifiers are cumulative.

[6.4] DIE-ROLL MODIFIERS ON ANTITANK FIRE
[6.41] Each armored unit has its own Armor Modifier Value with the red-

circle on the counter.   The phasing player must add the number equal

to the Armor Modifier Value of the target unit to the die-roll.

[6.42] If the target armored unit is disrupted, the phasing player may

subtract 2 from the die-roll.

[6.43] The phasing player must add 2 to the die-roll for all antitank fire

during the Dusk/Dawn Turns.

[6.5] RESULT OF ANTITANK FIRE
[6.51] All results of antitank fire are expressed as a number or an

alphabet.

[6.52] A result of “M” means that the target unit must make a Morale

Check (see 6.6).

[6.53] A number result (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) means that the target unit must

make a Morale Check and add the number of result to die-roll.

[6.54] A result of “E” means that the target unit is eliminated, and

removed from play.

[6.55] If the result is white number in the gray circle, the target unit loses

one step at once, in addition to the normal number result (Morale

Check).   This step loss is applied before the making of Morale Check.

[6.6] MORALE CHECK
[6.61] Each unit has its own Morale Rating.   If the unit is forced to make

Morale Check, the owning player rolls a die and compares it with the

Morale Rating of the unit.

[6.62] If the modifiered die-roll result is equal to or less than the Morale

Rating, the check is considered succeeded and the target unit is not

affected.

[6.63] If the modifiered die-roll result is greater than the Morale Rating,

the target unit must retreat two hexes (see 7.5) immediately and

disrupted (see 7.6).

[6.64] If disrupted unit is forced to make a Morale Check,  its Morale

Value is reduced by two from the number printed on the counter.   Also,

note that most units have two different Morale Ratings on each of front

and back side.

[6.7] CASUALTIES AND UNIT STEPS
[6.71] All units except artillery units, Zhukov unit and German armored

units have two steps of combat strength.   At the start of the game,

each such unit is placed with its stronger side up.

[6.72] When any unit which still has two steps takes a one step loss, it is

flipped over to its reduced side.   If such unit with its reduced side takes

a one step loss, it is considered eliminated and removed from play.

[6.73] No unit may recover from its reduced side to its stronger side

during play.

[6.74] Artillery units, Zhukov unit and German armored units have one

step of combat strength.   If those units take a one step loss, it is

considered eliminated and removed from play.

[7.0] COMBAT
Combat occurs during the Combat Phase between adjacent opposing

units at the phasing player’s discretion.   Tha phasing player is termed the

“attacker” and the non-phasing player the “defender” regardless of the

overall situation on the game-map.

[7.1] WHICH UNITS MAY ATTACK
[7.11] No unit may attack more than once per Combat Phase, and no

enemy unit may be attacked more than once per Combat Phase.

[7.12] Only non-armored units may be attacked during the Combat Phase.
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Enemy armored units are never affected by result of combat (however,

see 7.35 and 7.58).

[7.13] Attacking is voluntary; units are never compelled to attack, and not

every unit adjacent to an enemy non-armored unit need participate in

an attack.   A friendly unit that does not participate in a given attack is

never affected by the results of that attack.

[7.14] All units in a hex must be attacked as a single combined Combat

Strength.   The defender may not withhold a unit in a hex under attack.

[7.15] There is no limit to the number of units may participate in a single

attack.   However, those units must be adjacent to the defender’s hex.

[7.16] A given unit’s Combat Strength is unitary and may not be divided to

use; i.e., a unit with Combat Strength of 5 may attack upon an enemy

unit or stack of units with 5, but may not attack upon two enemy-

occupied hex with 2 and 3, etc.   A unit may not attack more than one

hex in a single combat, even if it is adjacent to more than one enemy-

occupied hex.

[7.17] Disrupted units and artillery units in Move Mode may not attack.

Also, no units may attack during the Night Turn (see 10.2).

[7.18] Units may not attack any enemy-occupied hex if the attacking unit

may never move into that hex with current Movement Allowance.

[7.19] Artillery units which conducted barrage fire and units which fired

enemy armored units during the same Player-Turn may attack

normally.

[7.2] RESOLVING COMBAT
1. The attacker indicates which friendly unit(s) are participating in the

combat, and which enemy unit or stack of units is the target of that

combat.

2. The attacker totals Combat Strengths of his units participating in that

combat, and the defender totals Combat Strengths of his defending

units, excluding armored unit(s) in the target hex.

3. Compare the total Combat Strength of attacker to the total Combat

Strength of the defender and state this comparison as a ratio:

attacker’s strength to defender’s strength.   Attacks with a ratio greater

than 8:1 are resolved as 8:1, and lower than 1:3 are resolved as 1:3.

4. Apply the relevant combat modifiers described as 7.3.   For example, if

the attacker’s total Combat Strength is 13, and the defeder’s total is 3,

a ratio is 4:1.   However, if the defending hex is a woods hex in level-2,

and all attacking units are in level-1 hexes, apply the column shift of L3

and the final ratio is 1:1.

5. The attacker rolls a die, cross-referencing the number rolled with the

final combat ratio.   All combat results are applied immediately, before

any other combat takes place.

6. if the defending units have been forced to retreat or are eliminated in

combat, some or all of attacking units may be advanced into the

defending hex.   This is called “advance after combat”.

7. Combats may be resolved in any order the attacker wishes.

[7.3] COMBAT MODIFIERS
[7.31] If the defending hex is Village, the defender receives a column shift

of 1 to the left.

[7.32] If the defending hex is Town, Woods, or Swamp, the defender

receives a column shift of 2 to the left.

[7.33] If all attacking units are attacking across Stream hexsides, the

defender receives a column shift of 2 to the left.   Roads, Tracks and

Railroads have no effect on determination for this modifier.   However,

if one or more unit is attacking across a “clear”(non-stream) hexside,

then the Stream affords no defensive advantage.

[7.34] If the defending hex is higher 1-level than the highest attacking

units, the defender receives a column shift of 1 to the left.   If the

defending hex is higher 2-level than the highest attacking units, the

defender receives a column shift of 2 to the left.   Roads, Tracks and

Railroads have no effect on determination for this modifier.

[7.35] If the attacking units contain at least one armored unit, the

attacker receives a column shift of 1 to the left.    If the defending hex

contains at least one armored unit, the defender receives a column

shift of 1 to the left.   If both sides have armored unit, neither player

receive a column shift.

[7.36] If the defending hex contains disrupted unit, the attacker may

subtract 2 from the die-roll.

[7.37] The attacker must add 2 to the die-roll for all attack during the

Dusk/Dawn Turn (see 10.2).

[7.38] These combat modifiers are cumulative.

[7.4] COMBAT RESULTS
[7.41] All combat results are expressed (on the Combat Results Table) in

terms of the steps lost and/or retreats.   The letters A and D stand for

attacker and defender, respectively.

[7.42] A number result (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) means that all units with Morale

Rating of the number which is less than the result must be retreated

two hexes immediately.   Note that Morale Value of disrupted units are

considered reduced by two.   Retreated units are also disrupted

automatically.

[7.43] A result of “E” means that all steps for the units involved are lost

(eliminated) and removed from play at once.

[7.44] If the owning player wishes, he may choose to take one step loss

instread of retreat result (see 6.7).   In this case, only one unit from

units involved loses one step loss, and then all units (including the unit

lost one step) may still be in that hex.   Units which did not retreat are

not considered disrupted.

[7.45] If the result is white number in the gray circle, any one unit

involved loses one step at once, in addition to the normal number result

(retreat).   This step loss is applied before the conduct of retreats.   If

two or more units involved in that combat, the player may never take

two steps loss from only one unit if the case 7.44 and 7.45 are

cumulated; he must take each one step loss from two units.

[7.5] RETREATS
[7.51] Retreats are always conducted by the owning player.   A retreating

unit must retreat two hexes away from the hex it occupied when that

particular combat was initiated.   Retreats are not considered

movement and do not require the expenditure of movement points.

[7.52] A retreating unit must, if possible, retreat into a vacant hex.   If no

vacant hex is available, retreat into or through a friendly occupied hex.

[7.53] A unit may never be retreated into or through an enemy-occupied

or an enemy-controlled hex, unless the latter hex is occupied by a

friendly unit.   A unit may not be retreated across a hexside which is

prohibited to move through.
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[7.54] Units may retreat off the map as there is a hex with the same

terrain with the hex on map-edge.   Units exited from the map may

never be returned into the map again, but those units are not

considered as eliminated.

[7.55] Units may not end its retreat at any hex in violation of stacking

restrictions (see 4.1).   If forced to do so, the excess retreating units

must continue its retreat by any available hex.   In addition to that, all

retreating units and all units in the hex which the violation of stacking

restrictions has occurred are disrupted immediately.

[7.56] If a unit is forced to retreat into a friendly-occupied hex as a result

of combat, and that hex then undergoes an attack or fire in the same

Phase, the retreated unit contribute nothing to defense and eliminated

immediately.

[7.57] If a unit in the hex is forced to retreat, the owning player may

retreat some or all of units in the same hex together.   In this case,

retreating units need not to participate that fire or combat.

[7.58] Units with a Movement Allowance of zero (artillery units in Fire

Mode) may not retreat; such units are eliminated if they are forced to

retreat.   Any units which are forced to retreat are eliminated if they

may not retreat for any reason.

[7.6] DISRUPTION
[7.61] Disrupted units may not conduct any kind of fire or attack.   They

may be moved, but their Movement Allowance is halved.

[7.62] If the target armored unit of antitank fire is disrupted, the phasing

player may subtract 2 from the die-roll.   If any non-armored unit in the

defending hex of combat is disrupted, the phasing player may subtract

2 from the die-roll. 

[7.63] Disrupted units may not “spot” enemy units for frindly artillery

units (see 8.2).

[7.64] Disrupted units have their Morale Rating is reduced by two when

making Morale Check.

[7.65] Additional disruption results have no further effect on disrupted

units.

[7.66] During the Rally Phase, each player rolls a die per their own

disrupted unit to attempt to recover from disruption.   If the result is

equal to or less than the printed Morale Rating number, the unit is

considered recovered and Disruption Marker is removed from that unit.

If the result is higher than the Morale Rating, the unit is still be

disrupted.   Note that Morale Rating number on the reduced side is

lower than it on the “full-strength” side.

[7.67] Disrupted units may not enter enemy-controlled hex during the

Movement Phase.

[7.68] Enemy Zones of Control have no effect on attempt to recover from

disruption.

[7.7] ADVANCE AFTER COMBAT
[7.71] During the frindly Antitank Fire Phase, if the target unit has been

forced to retreat or is eliminated, and then the target hex is vacant as a

result, the phasing player may advance some or all of his firing units

into that hex.

[7.72] During the frindly Combat Phase, if the defender’s units have been

forced to retreat or are eliminated, and then the defending hex is

vacant as a result, the phasing player may advance some or all of his

attacking units into that hex.

[7.73] Advances after combat are not considered movement and do not

require the expenditure of movement points.

[7.74] Units may not advance more than one hex in a single combat, even

if all enemy units are eliminated.

[7.75] Advancing units may ignore enemy Zones of Control.

[7.76] Units which are not participated in that fire or attack may not

advance after combat.   Units may not advance in violation of stacking

restrictions (see 4.1).

[7.77] The option to advance after combat must be exercised im-

mediately, before any other fire or combat resolution.   A player is never

forced to advance a unit after combat.   After being advanced, units

may not fire nor attack in that Phase.   However, advances are useful in

cutting off the retreat of enemy units whose combat has not yet been

resolved.

[7.78] No artillery units may advance after combat, regardless of its

current Mode.

[8.0] ARTILLERY
Players may fire with his artillery units in Fire Mode at enemy units

within their own Range.   No artillery units may fire during the Night Turn.

[8.1] RESTRICTIONS ON ARTILLERY FIRE
[8.11] Each artillery unit may attack up to four times per a single Game-

Turn as the following manner:

◆During the friendly Barrage Phase, each artillery unit may conduct

Indirect Fire at enemy non-armored unit.

◆During the fridnly Antitank Fire Phase (both of friendly and enemy

Player-Turn), each artillery unit may fire at enemy armored unit.

◆During the friendly Combat Phase, each artillery unit may attack

adjacent enemy non-armored unit.

[8.12] Artillery units which attack during the friendly Combat Phase are

considered as same as infantry units except that artillery units may

never retreat nor advance after combat.

[8.13] Each artillery unit has its own Range with the yellow-circle on the

counter.   The target hex must be within the number of hexes specified,

not counting the hex the firing unit occupies.

[8.14] In order to conduct Indirect Fire, the phasing player indicates the

target hex and friendly artillery units firing at the hex.   Then the

phasing player rolls a die, refers to the Antitank Fire / Barrage Table

and cross-references the die-roll with the total Combat Strength of

firing artillery units.   If the target hex is Village, Town, Woods or

Swamp, the total Combat Strength is halved (round fractions down).

Also, the phasing player must add 2 to the die-roll for all attack during

the Dusk/Dawn Turn.

[8.15] Results of Indirect Fire are applies as same manner as Antitank

Fire for each non-armored unit in the target hex separately.   For

example, if the target hex contains one armored and one non-armored

enemy units, and the result of Indirect Fire at that hex is “1”, a non-

armored unit must make a Morale Check and add 1 to the die-roll.   In

this case, Armor Modifier Value of the armored unit have no effect on

the resolution of Indirect Fire.   Also, armored units are never affected
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by the result of Indirect Fire.

[8.16] If the result is white number in the gray circle, any one non-

armored unit involved loses one step at once, in addition to the normal

number result (Morale Check).   This step loss is applied before the

making of Morale Check.   If two or more non-armored units involved in

that combat, the player may never take two steps loss from only one

unit if the case 7.44 and 8.16 are cumulated; he must take each one

step loss from two units.

[8.17] Indirect Fires may be conducted only during the friendly Barrage

Phase.   Artillery units may not conduct Indirect Fire during the friendly

Antitank Fire Phase nor Combat Phase.

[8.18] One hex contains enemy unit(s) may be targeted only once per a

single Barrage Phase.   If two or more artillery units conduct Indirect

Fire at the same target hex, Combat Strength of all firing units are

combined and it is resolved as a single fire.   However, if a unit is

forced to retreat into a friendly-occupied hex as a result of Indirect Fire,

and that hex then undergoes an Indirect Fire in that Barrage Phase, the

retreated unit affected the result of Indirect Fire at that hex.

[8.19] In order to conduct Indirect Fire, the target hex must be “spotted”

by any friendly unit (see 8.2).

[8.2] SPOTTING AND LINE OF SIGHT
[8.21] Artillery units may conduct Indirect Fire at only the “spotted” target

hex.   In order to “spot” the target hex, a line of sight must be traced

from a center of the hex occupied by the spotting unit to a center of the

target hex.

[8.22] A line of sight may be traced into Village, Town or Woods hex, but

may never traced “across” the terrain symbol on the game-map.   Use

a thread or straightedge to draw a line between the center dot of the

spotting hex with the target hex.

[8.23] Elevation level affects on Line of Sight.   If the spotting hex and the

target hex are on the same level, all terrains on the higher level blocks

a line of sight.   If the level of the spotting hex is different than it of the

target hex, players examine Line of Sight according to the following

examples A and B (see below).

[8.24] Unit may spot the target hex in up to 3 hexes away from the

spotting hex if the target hex is on the same with or higher level than

the spotting hex.   Unit may spot the target hex in up to 4 hexes away

from the spotting hex if the target hex is on the lower 1 level than the

spotting hex.   Unit may spot the target hex in up to 5 hexes away from

the spotting hex if the target hex is on the lower 2 level than the

spotting hex.   (However, also see 8.26 and 8.27)

[8.25] Terrain symbol of Village, Town and Woods block line of sight on

the same level.   Also, If the spotting hex is higher than the target hex,

players examine Line of Sight according to the following examples A

and B (see below).

[8.26] During the Dusk/Dawn Turn, a length of Line of Sight may never be

more than two hexes (see 10.2).

[8.27] During the Night Tuen, no Line of Sight may be traced at all (10.2).

[8.3] MODES AND MOVEMENT OF ARTILLERY UNITS
[8.31] Artilery units are determined to be in either Fire Mode or Move

Mode.   Artillery units in Fire Mode may conduct Indirect Fire, Antitank

Fire and normal Combat, but may not move, retreat nor advance after

combat.   Artillery units in Move Mode may move, but may not attack

enemy units except that German 88mm Flak unit may conduct Antitank

Fire with its reduced Antitank Fire Value.   

[8.32] During the friendly Barrage Phase, the phasing player may change

the mode of artillery units which do not conduct in that Phase to Move

Mode.   However, the phasing player may only change the mode from

Fire Mode to Move Mode; he may not change from Move Mode to Fire

Mode during this Phase (see 8.35).

[8.33] If an artillery unit is forced to retreat, it is automatically eliminated

regardless of its current mode.

[8.34] Artillery units may not enter an enemy Zone of Control during its

movement.
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Example A: The left is an example of Lines of Sight.

Units A, B, C and D may spot all hexes marked "a",

"b", "c" and "d" respectively.

Unit B may never spot the hex 1712 because a

Line of Sight is blocked by Village of 1612.   Also,

units A and D may never spot the hex 2412

because Lines of Sight are blocked by Village of

2311 /2312.

��
��
yy
yy Example B: The left is an example of Lines of Sight

and elevation.   Unit A may spot the hexes between

2002 and 2008 (inclusive), but may not spot the

hex 2009 because a Line of Sight is blocked by

Woods of 2008.   Unit B may spot the hexes

between 2004 and 2008 (inclusive), but may not

spot the hexes 2003 and 2009.   Unit C may only

spot the hexes between 2008 and 2011.



[8.35] During the Rally Phase of the Night Turn (only), players may

change the mode of artillery units from Move Mode to Fire Mode as

many of units as he wishes.

[8.36] Artillery units in Move Mode may not move during Dusk/Dawn

Turns.

[8.37] Artillery units in Move Mode have its own Combat Strength and it is

parenthesized.   These strength may only be used for defense; they

may not attack any adjacent enemy units.

[9.0] REINFORCEMENTS
Both players receive reinforcements during play.

[9.1] ARRIVAL OF REINFORCEMENTS
[9.11] During the friendly Movement Phase, players may bring any

reinforcements listed for arrival on that Game-Turn onto the map.

Reinforcements are considered adjacent to the map-edge.   When

placed on the map, a reinforcing unit expends movement points to

enter the entry hex according to the Terrain Effects Chart.

[9.12] Reinforcements may not enter a hex which is currently occupied by

an enemy-unit.   Reinforcements may enter an enemy-controlled hex,

but must stop upon entering the hex per 5.18.

[9.13] There is no limit to the number of reinforcement units which may

enter through a single entry hex.   However, reinforcement units may

not enter in violation of stacking restrictions (see 4.1).

[9.14] Arrival of reinforcements may be delayed at the owning player’s

wish.

[10.0] SPECIAL RULES
[10.1] MARSHAL ZHUKOV
[10.11] This game contains a unit of Marshal Zhukov, the commander in

chief of Soviet 1st Belorussian Front.   The unit represents Zhukov

himself and his staff officers.

[10.12] If Zhukov is on the level 2 or 3, he may spot 3 extra hexes away

from the normal spotting rules.   For example, If Zhukov is in the hex of

level 3, the length of Line of Sight from Zhukov to the target hex is up to

8 hexes, not 5, during the daylight turns.   However, the Soviet player

may not use this advantage when if Zhukov is on the 1st level.

[10.13] German units may never spot the Zhukov unit at all.   Thus, the

German player may never conduct Indirect Fire at Zhukov unit.

[10.2] DUSK/DAWN AND NIGHT TURNS
[10.21] During the Dusk/Dawn Turns, artillery units may not move at all,

and non-artillery units have its Movement Allowance halved (round

fractions up).

[10.22] During the Night Turn, artillery units may not move at all, and non-

artillery units have its Movement Allowance quartered (round fractions

up).

[10.23] No unit may move into enemy Zone of Control hex during the

Night Turn.   Non-artillery unit may move into enemy Zone of Control

hex during the Dusk/Dawn Turn.

[10.24] The phasing player must add 2 to the die-roll for all fire (Indirect

Fire and Antitank Fire) during the Dusk/Dawn Turns.

[10.25] No unit may fire during the Night Turn.

[10.26] Units may not spot more than 2 hexes away during the Dusk/

Dawn Turns.

[10.27] No unit may spot enemy unit during the Night Turn.

[10.28] Artillery units may be changed its mode from Move Mode to Fire

Mode only during the Rally Phase of the Night Turn.

[11.0] SCENARIO 1: Küstrin 1945
This scenario covers the German rescue operation onto Küstrin that

started 27 March 1945.   In this scenario, the German player is the first

player, and the Soviet players is the second.   Also, only hexes between

xx01 (inclusive) hexrow and xx08 (inclusive) hexrow are in play for this

scenario.

[11.1] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
[11.11] The Soviet player deploys his units first as follows:

◆295th Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2402, 2403 and 2502.

◆47th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2504, 2505 and 2605.

◆57th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2607, 2608 and 2707.

◆416th Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 3002, 3003 and 3101.

◆35th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 3104, 3205 and 3304.

◆82nd Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 3403, 3603 and 3604.

◆32nd Corps Artillery Group, 32nd Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 2801.

◆4th Corps Artillery Group, 4th Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 3207.

[11.12] After the Soviet player has completed his deployment, the

German player deploys his units as follows:

◆Panzergrenadier Division “Führer Grenadier” (3 units):

within one hex of 2101.

◆8th Panzer Battalion of 20th Panzergrenadier Division (3 units), 76th

Panzergrenadier Regiment of 20th Panzergrenadier Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2103.

◆90th Panzergrenadier Regiment of 20th Panzergrenadier Division (2

units), 502nd SS Heavy Panzer Battalion (3 units):

within one hex of 2205.

◆25th Panzergrenadier Division (7 units):

within one hex of 2307.

◆ I Ind Battalion, 2nd Müncheberg Panzergrenadier Regiment of

Müncheberg Panzer Division:   3102.

◆Füsilier battalion of 303rd Döberitz Infantry Division:  3103.

◆ I Ind Battalion, 1st Müncheberg Panzergrenadier Regiment of

Müncheberg Panzer Division:   3204.

◆Küstrin Volkssturm Battalion:   3503.
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[11.2] REINFORCEMENTS
[11.21] Neither player receive reinforcements in this scenario.

[11.3] SPECIAL RULES
[11.31] During this operation, the German units were troubled with lack

of ammo and fuel.   The next rule represents such historical situation.

[11.32] the German player must add 2 to the die-roll for every attempt to

recover from disruption during the Rally Phase.

[11.4] VICTORY CONDITIONS
[11.41] Victory in this scenario is determined according to German Victory

Points; there are no Soviet Victory Points.

[11.42] If, at the end of Game-Tuen 12, any German unit which is

deployed on hexes 3102, 3103, 3204 or 3503 may trace a line of

communication to the western map-edge, the German player is

awarded 5 VPs per one of such unit.   Those units may be moved from

the initial deployment hex.

[11.43] A line of communication is defined as a path of consecutive,

adjacent hexes.   A line of communication may not be traced through an

enemy-occupied hex, nor any River hexside unless it contains any of

Roads, Tracks or Railroads feature.   A line of communication may not

be traced through an enemy-controlled hex unless that hex is occupied

by a friendly unit.

[11.44] The German player is awarded 1VP per one Soviet unit eliminated.

[11.45] After calculating the total number of German Victory Points, the

German player is considered as the winner if the total VPs is 12 or

greater.   If the total VPs is between 6 and 11, the game is draw.   If the

total VPs is less than 6, the Soviet player is considered as the winner.

[12.0] SCENARIO 2: 
Seelow Heights 1945

This scenario covers the Soviet offensive operation onto Seelow

heights that started 16 April 1945.   In this scenario, the Soviet player is

the first player, and the German players is the second.

[12.1] INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
[12.11] The Soviet player deploys his units first as follows:

◆60th Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2001, 2101 and 2201.

◆295th Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2102, 2203 and 2302.

◆301st Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2204, 2304 and 2404.

◆248th Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2502, 2503 and 2603.

◆47th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2405, 2406 and 2505.

◆57th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2506, 2507 and 2607.

◆27th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2508, 2509 and 2609.

◆35th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2806, 2807 and 2906.

◆74th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2610, 2611 and 2710.

◆79th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2612, 2712 and 2813.

◆82nd Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2909, 2910 and 3010.

◆88th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 2814, 2915 and 2916.

◆39th Guards Rifle Division (3 units):

each one unit per 3014, 3113 and 3114.

◆11th Tank Corps (4 units):

each one unit per 3006, 3007, 3105 and 3106.

◆11th Guards Tank Corps (4 units):

each one unit per 3008, 3009, 3108 and 3109.

◆8th Guards Mechanized Corps (5 units):

each one unit per 3212, 3213, 3312, 3313 and 3413.

◆85th Guards Heavy Tank Regiment:   3304.

◆62th Guards Heavy Tank Regiment:   3502.

◆32nd Corps Artillery Group, 32nd Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 2801.

◆9th Corps Artillery Group, 9th Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 2902.

◆4th Corps Artillery Group, 4th Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 3103.

◆29th Corps Artillery Group, 29th Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 3307.

◆28th Corps Artillery Group, 28th Army Artillery Group:

within one hex of 3315.

◆Zhukov:  3013.

[12.12] After the Soviet player has completed his deployment, the

German player deploys his units as follows:

◆25th Fallschilmjäger Regiment of 9th Fallschilmjäger Division (2 units):

within one hex of 1902.

◆26th Fallschilmjäger Regiment of 9th Fallschilmjäger Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2004.

◆27th Fallschilmjäger Regiment of 9th Fallschilmjäger Division (2 units):

within one hex of 1205.

◆IInd Company, 8th Panzer Battalion of 20th Panzergrenadier Division:

1605.

◆90th Panzergrenadier Regiment of 20th Panzergrenadier Division (2

units):   within one hex of 1507.

◆76th Panzergrenadier Regiment of 20th Panzergrenadier Division (2

units):   within one hex of 2307.

◆Kampfgruppe von Wartenburg of 20th Panzergrenadier Division:   1509.

◆ Ist Battalion, 2nd Müncheberg Panzergrenadier Regiment of

Müncheberg Panzer Division:   within one hex of 2206.

◆ I I Ird Battalion, 2nd Müncheberg Panzergrenadier Regiment of

Müncheberg Panzer Division:   1708.

◆Ist Battalion, 1st Müncheberg Panzergrenadier Regiment of Müncheberg

Panzer Division:   1810.

◆Müncheberg Panzer Battalion of Müncheberg Panzer Division (3 units):
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1809.

◆300th Infantry Regiment of 303rd Döberitz Infantry Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2309.

◆302th Infantry Regiment of 303rd Döberitz Infantry Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2411.

◆301th Infantry Regiment of 303rd Döberitz Infantry Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2513.

◆303rd Panzerjäger Battalion of 303rd Döberitz Infantry Division (3 units):

2013.

◆920 Training Assault-Gun Brigade (3 units):   2312.

◆392nd Infantry Regiment of 169th Infantry Division (2 units):

within one hex of 2616.

◆1242th Infantry Regiment of Panzergrenadier Division “Kurmark” (2

units):   within one hex of 1915.

◆1st Battalion of 26th Flak Regiment:   1713.

◆245th Assault-Gun Brigade (3 units):   1405.

◆502nd SS Heavy Panzer Battalion (3 units):   1214.

◆404th Volks Artillery Corps (5 units):   within one hex of 1415.

◆408th Volks Artillery Corps (5 units):   within one hex of 1108.

[12.2] REINFORCEMENTS
[12.21] The Soviet player receives reinforcements as follows:

◆Game-Turn 7 / from northern map-edge between 2001 and 2401
(inclusive):   416th Rifle Division (3 units)

◆Game-Turn 8 / from northern map-edge between 2501 and 3001
(inclusive):   396th Heavy Assault-Gun Regiment

[12.22] The German player receives reinforcements as follows:

◆Game-Turn 3 / from southern map-edge between 2117 and 2417
(inclusive):   1230th Panzerjäger Company of 169th Infantry Division

◆Game-Turn 4 / from western map-edge between 1004 and 1012
(inclusive):   Ist and IIIrd Companies, 8th Panzer Battalion of 20th

Panzergrenadier Division, 9th Panzerjäger Company of 9th Fallschilm-

jäger Division

[12.3] SPECIAL RULES
[12.31] The German units may not move during their Movement Phase of

the Game-Turn 1.   They may barrage, fire, attack, retreat and advance

after combat normally.

[12.4] VICTORY CONDITIONS
[12.41] After the 7th Game-Turn has been completed, players consult the

rules 12.42 and 12.43 to determine that either player fulfilled the

conditions to be the winner.   If neither player fulfilled the condition, the

winner is determined after the end of 12th Game-Turn.

[12.42] If, at the end of the 7th Game-Turn, any Soviet unit is occupying

or being adjacent to Town hex of Seelow (1409, 1410, 1509 or 1510),

the game is ended and the Soviet player is automatically awarded a

Strategic Victory.   Also, if the Soviet player controls any three (3) hexes

of the following Town / Village at the end of the 7th Game-Turn, the

game is ended and the Soviet player is awarded an Operational Victory:

◆Gusow (1205) ◆Neulangsow (1605)

◆Werbig (1506) ◆St. Seelow (1609)

◆Friedersdorf (1612) ◆Dolgelin (1713)

◆Libbenichen (1915)

[12.43] If, at the end of the 7th Game-Turn, there is no Soviet unit on the

western side of the Haupt Canal (hexes along stream hexsides as 1003,
1103 to 1809, 1810 to 2217), the game is ended and the German

player is awarded an Operational Victory.

[12.44] If, at the end of the 12th Game-Turn, the Soviet player controls all

Town hexes of Seelow (1409, 1410, 1509 and 1510), Diedersdorf

(1012), and all Roads hexes between them (1111, 1211 and 1310),

the Soviet player is awarded a Strategic Victory.   If, at the end of the

12th Game-Turn, the Soviet player controls all Town hexes of Seelow

(1409, 1410, 1509 and 1510) but does not control Diedersdorf or

Roads between them, the Soviet player is awarded an Operational

Victory.

[12.45] If, at the end of the 12th Game-Turn,  the German player controls

all Town hexes of Seelow, the German player is awarded a Strategic

Victory.   If, at the end of the 12th Game-Turn,  the German player

controls at least one Town hex of Seelow, the German player is

awarded an Operational Victory.    If neither player fulfilled the condition

in 12.44 and 12.45, then the game is a draw.

[12.46] When Victory is awarded for control of a territorial objective,

control is determined by one of the three following criteria, in order:

1. The player’s unit occupies the hex;

2. The player was the last player to move a unit through the hex;

3. The hex was never moved through by a unit, but is behind his line.
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